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ABSTRACT
Optimizing codons of gene of interest has offered a value-added way to increase heterologous
expression of proteins. Different algorithms have been designed to achieve this purpose. These
algorithms make use of parameters such as codon Adaptation index (CAI), codon context (CC),
percentage guanine-cytosine (GC) content and RNA instability for predicting optimal codons
responsible for increased protein expression. Lipase 3646 is an enzyme with great potential for industrial
applications. This enzymes has been described to possess thermostable properties with relative stability
in high alkaline pH and at different concentrations of organic solvents and inhibitors. This research
therefore used JCat, Codon optimization online (COOL), presyndocon and ExpOptimizer algorithms to
predict expression level of lipase 3646 enzyme in silico by optimizing its gene coding sequence. The
results showed that there were variations in the CAI generated by the algorithms for the same 3646 DNA
sequence which suggests that each algorithm is specific for its own generated CAI. COOL algorithm
prediction based on other parameters showed good results for potential expression of the lipase. Thus,
we recommend COOL algorithm for codon optimization of the lipase 3646 gene for industrial
applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Enhancing codon usage for increased protein expression is one of the important modules
in synthetic biology. Codon optimization is a method of interchanging synonymous codons
based on the preferences of heterologous host. This approach makes use of codon engineering
used for improving expressing recombinant protein, which is made possible because most
amino acids are encoded by multiple codons termed degenerate and there is variation in the
mRNAs coding for the same protein which can influence protein expression [1-3]. Weights or
points are attached to each codon based on their abundance [4-5], which makes host organism
to selectively choose best-fit synonymous codons with higher frequency based on codon bias
during polypeptides manufacturing. These weights or points are determined by several
parameters specific for each algorithm.
For example, codon Adaptation index (CAI) designed by [6] is the most widely used
parameter for analyzing Codon usage bias. The CAI of a gene can be defined as the geometric
mean of the weight attached to each codon over the length of the gene sequence which is
measured in codons. The CAI measures the relative adaptiveness of the codon usage of a gene
towards the codon usage of highly expressed genes [7].
Also codon context (CC) associates some “rules” to organize adjacent codons as a result
of potential tRNA-tRNA steric interaction within the ribosomes [8-9] but Chung and Lee [2]
was first to report computational analysis to evaluate the performance of sequences generated
by various CC optimization approaches. Codon context (CC) was previously shown to correlate
with translation elongation rate such that the usage of rare codon pairs decreased protein
translation rates [10].
Another important feature is the percentage guanine-cytosine (GC) content present in the
sequences of genes to be optimized. Rich GC content has been demonstrated to contribute to
codon bias as hosts prefer to use codon with rich GC for amino acid synthesis and increase in
codon bias could increase protein expression [11-12]. Also, RNA instability has contributed to
the increase in translation efficiency. Increase in the RNA instability RNA is less likely to fold
on itself, allowing the ribosome easier access for initiation thus increase its efficiency.
Lipases (EC 3.1.1.3) are serine hydrolases and are one of the most significant
biomolecules that catalyze important reactions in both aqueous and non-aqueous media. Due to
enormous properties of lipases, they are of great importance in industrial applications such as
food/dairy, detergent formulation, biodiesel production, cosmetic production, and in the paper
and pharmaceutical industries.
They are enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of triacylglycerol to glycerol and fatty acids
[13-14]. Lipase 3646 has been identified and characterized [15]. The enzyme has been proposed
to have thermostable properties with relative stability in high alkaline pH and at different
concentrations of organic solvents and inhibitors. Thus, for potential industrial applications,
producing higher yield of this enzyme by genetic manipulations would be of tremendous benefit
to the manufacturing industry. Different algorithms have been used to optimize coding
sequences for different lipase enzymes [16-19], but no available literature has reported codon
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optimization for the lipase 3646. Thus, we decided to optimize the codon of lipase 3646 gene
using the online algorithms JCat [20] Codon optimization online (COOL) [21], presyndocon
[22] and ExpOptimizer [23] and compared their efficiencies for predicting in silico protein
translation based on the above described features. This study therefore, is expected to be
potentially useful when chosen that contribute to increasing the production of this enzyme for
industrial applications.

2. METHODOLOGY
2. 1. Retrieval of lipase 3646 nucleotide sequence from database
The gene encoding lipase 3646 originally isolated from thermophilic Cohnella sp. A01
(Golaki et al., 2015) was obtained from nucleotide database of National Center for
Biotechnology Information website (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/414303285). The
3646 gene coding sequence has 807 nucleotides. The FASTA format of the sequence was used
for this study.
2. 2. In silico experiment
Different online codon optimization algorithms were used to optimize the codons of
lipase 3646 gene. These include COOL, ExpOptimizer, JCat, and presyndocon. The DNA
coding sequence for 3646 was copied from the NCBI database and pasted into each algorithm.
The following features were chosen for each algorithm; for codon optimization online (COOL),
CAI, CC, total GC content and 5' RNA Folding Instability were chosen. CAI and percentage
GC context was automatically generated by ExpOptimizer and JCat. For GeneOptimizer, codon
quality and GC content were generated automatically. To avoid potential restriction enzyme
digestion, restrictions site for endonucleases Acc65I, BamHI, MluI, NdeI, SalI and SacI were
removed from the gene coding sequence by COOL, ExpOptimizer and JCat. Acc65I, NdeI, SalI
and SacI sites were removed by presyncodon. Escherichia coli [35] was selected in all functions
as potential heterologous expression host.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Different results were generated based on the imputed features into each algorithm. 50
different combinations were generated by COOL for the optimization.
For all the combinations, The range for each features generated were 58.24 – 71.75%,
0.66301 – 0.95522, -22.3 – -2.5, -0.13421 – -0.12157 for total GC content, CAI, 5’ RNA folding
instability and CC fitness (data no shown). Apart from CAI with the best codon fitness score of
1 According to Chin et al [24] there is higher potential of increased expression efficiency when
the values of 5’ RNA folding instability and CC are closer to zero. The plotted graph in Figure
1A represents the best fit point where the imputed features meet.
The summary report of the data point with arrow revealed the optimal value from each
feature selectively, based on 5’ RNA folding instability followed by total GC content fitness,
CAI and then CC fitness. The host versus (red) the optimized (blue) codon relative adaptiveness
for the arrowed point is represented in Figure 1B. Chung and Lee (2) and Kelwick et al. [25]
reported that codon context (CC) can significantly increase protein expression.
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Figure 1. (A) CC fitness against CAI for codon optimized lipase 3646 generated by COOL.
(B) Host Vs Optimized Codon Relative Frequency Radar Plot
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The arrow indicates optimum coding sequence with the following Summary Report: Input Sequence GC content,
62.95%; User Specified Target Total GC content, 100%; Output Sequence Total GC content, 61.83%; Derived
Total GC content fitness, -0.38157 Codon Context Fitness (Max), -0.1257; Codon Adaptation Index (Max),
0.8151; 5' RNA Folding Instability (Max), -2.5; 5' RNA Folding Instability Window Size 50 base pair.

The CAI generated by ExpOptimizer as shown in Figure 2 indicates the values before and
after optimization were 0.46 and 0.82 respectively while the total GC content after optimization
was 55.97%. On the other hand, JCat (Figure 3) revealed 0.19 and 1.00 CAI before and after
optimization respectively while the total GC content after optimization was 58.33%. No actual
value was reported for the CAI generated by presyncodon. The value was generated by
imputing the optimized DNA sequence into COOL, ExpOptimizer, and JCat webpages. The
CAI values recorded were 0.60, 0.81 and 0.23 for COOL, ExpOptimizer, and JCat respectively.
The total GC content was 52.89% for presyncodon optimized sequence generated from the three
algorithms.

Figure 2. Relative adaptiveness and GC content before and after optimization of lipase
3646 codons generated by ExpOptimizer.
The Summary Report: CAI before optimization, 0.46; CAI after optimization, 0.82; GC content before
optimization, 62.95%; GC content after optimization, 55.97%
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The CAI and the total GC content of all the optimized sequences generated by the
algorithms were compared (Figure 4A and 4B). There are variations in the CAI generated by
the different algorithms for the same DNA sequence which is evident in the optimized DNA
sequence originally generated by presyncodon and regenerated by other algorithms. This
suggests that each algorithm is specific for its generated CAI. Several studies have reported that
CAI maximization does not necessarily correlate with high protein yield [2, 26-28] thus CAI
may not be only valuable parameter to consider for predicting protein expression level.
Reports on the effect of total GC content on protein expression level have shown that very
high G + C content (>70%) may affect mRNA secondary structure formation and can slow
down or inhibit translation while very low G + C content (<30%) can inhibit the speed of
transcription elongation [26, 29-31]. Although, all the algorithms generated GC content
between 53.73 and 61.83% for the imputed and optimized lipase 3646 gene, increase in GC
content has been reported in literatures increase protein expression [29, 32]
COOL features 5’ RNA instability as one of the determined parameters. It has been
reported that translation rate can be positively influenced by RNA instability [33]. Our study
predicts that this parameter couple with the codon content could significantly influence
translation for lipase 3646 expression which is similar to the report of [34]. Thus, we suggest
COOL to have advantage for increasing the expression of lipase 3646 compared to other
algorithms used in this study. Future studies would be centered on verifying that COOL can
better enhance optimum expression of lipase 3646 in vivo.

Figure 3. Relative adaptiveness before and after optimization of lipase 3646 codons
generated by JCat.
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Figure 3(continue). Relative adaptiveness before and after optimization of lipase
3646 codons generated by JCat.
Summary report: CAI-Value of the pasted sequence, 0.19; CAI-Value of the improved sequence, 1.00; GC-Content
of the pasted sequence, 62.95%; GC-Content of the improved sequence, 58.33%
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Figure 4. (A) Codon Adaptation Index generation for lipase 3646 gene from different codon
optimization algorithms. The COOL ExpOptimzer and JCat were used to generate different
CAI for optimized codons pre-generated by presyncodon. (B) Total GC content generated for
lipase 3646 gene from different codon optimization algorithms.
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4. CONCLUSION
Codon optimization is a powerful tool for the enhancement of recombinant protein
synthesis and is based on the notion that protein synthesis is limited at the level of translation
elongation. In this study, COOL algorithm prediction showed a greater potential for expression
of the lipase gene in silico based on codon context fitness, total GC content, 5’ RNA instability
parameters. Thus, we recommend COOL compared to other algorithms used in this study for
codon optimization of the lipase 3646 gene for improving protein expression in vivo in
industrial applications. However, in vivo experimental approach is necessary to provide an
enhanced data to support this claim.
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